N. KEM ME R rates of formation of the two activities is about 1:3. Correcting this ratio for the difference in abundance of the two parent isotopes, Sr" and Sr", it would appear that the ratio of proton captures by Sr'" to deuteron captures by Sr" is about 7:2.
Other possibilities for the production of active isotopes of yttrium would Qe expected from the bombardment of zirconium with deuterons or fast neutrons, followed by the emission of an alpha-particle or a proton, respectively. Preliminary experiments showed that isotopes of yttrium are actually produced in these bombardments and there is indication of the two yttrium periods just reported, but as yet the work of complete identification has not been attempted. Similarly, bombardment of rubidium with alphaparticles of 12 -13 Mev has yielded yttrium activities too weak for exact analysis.
BETA-RAY SPEcTRA
It has been possible to obtain tentative values for the upper limits of the energy of the beta-ray spectra of the two isomeric forms of Sr", for Y" and for Y" by photographing the tracks in a cloud chamber. More than 600 tracks of each kind were measured in a magnetic field of 330 gauss. In Figs. 3 to 6 are shown curves obtained from these data. In each case is given the distribution histogram actually obtained and the Konopinski-Uhlenbeck plot. In Fig. 4 , where the tracks photographed were from both the 3-hour and the 55-day periods, the K-U plot is fitted best by two straight lines. The line yielding a higher energy limit is in agreement with the results for the 55-day period, shown alone in Fig. 3 In the formalism of the "isotopic spin" shown by Cassen and Condon' to be extremely practical if the CIH be accepted, the interaction assumes the form (2) e, and~; being the spin and isotopic spin operators of particle i.
' Breit, Condon and Present, Phys. Rev. 50, 825 (1936 This definition implies that we describe the positron as a "particle" and the negative electron as its "antiparticle. " The "neutrino" is then considered to be emitted in p -decay, the "antineutrino" in p+-decay. We shall designate the quantized wave functions of the heavy particles by +, those of the light particles by P. For brevity we w'ill omit the operators acting on the spins of light and heavy particles. Their effect is known from the work of Fierz' and does not differ for P-interaction of the second kind. It is easy to remedy the omission in our final formulae; this will be done in $3.
When determining all possibilities for the dependence of the interaction on~we must note that the total charge of heavy + light particles must be conserved in all transitions. Then the most general expression for the interaction energy S' is seen to have only six possible linearly independent terms: 4W=gi+*(r, +zry)%' f*(r, zr")PWentzel, Helv. Phys. Acta 10, 108 (1937) . Gamow and Teller, Phys. Rev. 51, 289 (1937) .
' The compatibility of these further interaction terms with experiment is clearly stated by Wentzel (reference 7).
"This result has been evolved in a discussion with Professor G. Wentzel who has kindly permitted the writer to point out that the statement to the contrary contained in his paper (reference 7) p. 110, footn'ote 2, needs correction.
" Feenberg, Phys. Rev. 51, 777 (1937). +g, *+*(r. i r")+ P*(r,+ir-")if +gz+*(1+r.)4 P*(1+r,)iP +g +'(1 r.)+ 4*(1+")4-+g4+*(1+r. ) + P*(1 -r. )P +g, +*(1 -r,)4 if*(1 -r, )$ 
The sufFixes o. n' and pp' refer to the columns and rows of the isotopic spin matrices and the corresponding components of the wave functions; co symbolizes the spin dependent operators which we have refrained from putting down in detail.
In Fermi's theory F(r) can only be reasonably calculated for distances r=~x -x'~& &hjMc, then it is F(r) =r -'.
Our main concern, however, is the study of Q.
It is seen immediately that the last term in (5) results in forces of different sign for two protons as compared with tw'o neutrons. This must be excluded, so that we have to postulate: g2 +g4 =g3 +g5.
Similarly the third term of (5) would give an attractive force for unlike particles and a repulsive force of equal magnitude for like particles.
"v. Weizsacker, Zeits. f. Physik 102, 572 (1936) .
gg to g~a re constants, all but g~being necessarily real. The first two terms in (3) describe the usual interaction of the first kind, the four others give transitions of the second kind and correspond to the four possibilities of either electron or neutrino pairs being emitted by either a proton or a neutron.
To derive the forces between heavy particles we have to determine the second order perturbation energy arising from (3). This calculation di8'ers in no essentials from the similar ones performed previously for the neutron-proton force alone, e. g. by v. Weizsacker. " We can therefore confine ourselves to stating the result. The perturbation energy is found to be
Omitting the suffixes we then have
It is easily seen that in spite of the restrictions (7) and (8) f and g can assume any real values independently, but it should be noted that it appears impossible to derive negative coefficients for either of the terms on the right side of (11).Let us further note that the constant g is essentially Fermi's original constant and is therefore determined by the probability of p-decay; f on the other hand is free to be determined to fit the facts of nuclear interaction alone.
The general form of 0 are given by (11) can now easily be shown to be derivable from a specially simple case of (3). To demonstrate this, let us put g2 = gp = ', (f+g); -gp --g4 --', (f g).
(1-2)-
The Eqs. (7), (8), (9) 
Therefore we can restrict ourselves to the consideration of interactions with positive n, and put 2n -8
The interaction potential is then proportional to
and note that by Fierz' formula P must then be positive, so that we can put (3) is identical, as was implied by the notation coQ.
It is possible to abandon this assumption and then one evidently can obtain an interaction proportional to the more general expression S&Q = A +8(O22') + C(~~') +D(2222') (~~') (22).
'3 Breit and Feenberg, Phys. Rev. 50, 850 (1936) .
( '+b') (f' -3a').
In order that this may result in an attractive force we must then have ' Volz, Zeits. f. Physik 105, 537 (1937) . "Kemmer, Nature 140, 192 (1937) .
"Rarita and Present, Phys. Rev. 51, 788 (1937) .
